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Bellevue Healthcare – overview of public equities team
Part of the Bellevue Group, with a strong heritage in healthcare investments 

Source: Bellevue Asset Management (UK) Ltd. Data as at February 2022.
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Healthcare: where else can one be certain demand will rise continually?

Sources: Bellevue Asset Management (UK) Ltd, KFF, JAMA, Equity Research and Rand Corporation.

A growing and ageing population will sustain demand growth for the foreseeable future
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How is society going to pay for all of this inexorable demand?
Society must structurally bend the cost curve…the need for substantial system change is clear

Source: Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, Office of the Actuary, National Health Statistics Group & Institute of Medicine. 

Healthcare systems today are very costly, wasteful and thus unsustainable. They urgently need 
re-inventing to meet the requirements of the 21st century population in a cost-effective manner
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A differentiated approach for the rapidly evolving healthcare paradigm  
US annual healthcare spend (c$3.8trn)

Source: US Centres for Medicare and Medicaid Services, Office of the Actuary, National Health Statistics Group, 2019 data.  

Merely tackling pharmaceutical pricing only addresses ~10% of the cost 
problem.  Broader system change is needed to deliver cost-effective care
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A differentiated approach for the rapidly evolving healthcare paradigm

1. “Everything must change” – western healthcare systems are broken and not fit for purpose in terms of serving the needs of an 

ageing population. The human skills deficit is already too far gone to bridge.

2. “Technology and healthcare will intersect as never before” – IT innovations such as AI & big data that can cope with noisy (i.e. 

incomplete) healthcare records data will increasingly drive insights and prevention plans.

3. “It’s written in your genes” – genetic data will be at the forefront of diagnosis and population health (preventative interventions).

4. “Electronic first” – your first interaction with the healthcare system will be digital; creating a footprint that can be tracked and allow 

you to get the best care in the cheapest and most convenient manner possible.

5. “People are fallible” – we do not follow medical advice and do not behave rationally. People need to be nudged and prompted to do 

the right thing and making things easier is just as important as making treatments better (e.g. CGM).

6. “Knowledge is power” – the future consumer wants to be far more engaged in decision making and future care models will need to 

be more patient centric.

7. “Acuity must fall” – hospitals are expensive and full of sick people. No-one wants to be there and newer care models will be 

increasingly used.

8. “Connected care and the internet of things” – the future treatment setting will be loaded with passive sensing technology that 

enhances physician decision-making.

9. The “democratisation of innovation” – the future favours those with the best ideas in drugs and med tech being able to bring 

projects to middle stages of development using outsourced models of R&D and production, tilting the balance in favour of disrupters 

over incumbency.

10.Related to the point above, legacy infrastructure in the pharma/biotech and hospital space has less value than it did historically.

10 Key themes that drive our thinking
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A differentiated approach for the rapidly evolving healthcare paradigm
Our strategy addresses all stages of patient interactions/costs with the healthcare system

Source: Bellevue Asset Management (UK) Ltd.
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A differentiated approach for the rapidly evolving healthcare paradigm  
How a selection of Bellevue Healthcare’s investments address the need for system change   

. 

Our investments readily address multiple areas of the cost challenge

Source: Bellevue Asset Management (UK) Ltd. 

Note: Not all of the companies above are included in the current portfolios, but have all been holdings of BB Healthcare Trust at various points during its life. 
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A differentiated approach for the rapidly evolving healthcare paradigm 
Our investment process results in an uncorrelated and highly differentiated portfolio

Source: Bellevue Asset Management (UK) Ltd and MSCI. Data as at 28 February 2022. Correlation is calculated as prior two years against benchmark in GBP.

(1) The figures used to represent the Bellevue Healthcare Strategy are those for the BB Healthcare Trust.

(2) Excludes Alder CVR.
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Healthcare’s secular growth trends drive long-term outperformance 
Demographics, innovation and rising GDP per capita in developing countries should sustain this

Source: Bloomberg & MSCI. Data for last 10 years to period ending 28 February 2022.  

Even with the wider market’s tailwind from technology, and despite persistent 
US political uncertainties since 2015 healthcare has still outperformed
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BB Healthcare Trust - Framing the past few months…
Significant & rapid rotation away from growth, particularly impacting mid-cap healthcare equities

Source: Bloomberg. All data for USD denominated indices has been converted into GBP to facilitate comparison to BBH share price.

Whilst midcap healthcare has clearly been out of favour over the past few months, 
we think this sharp retracement represents a compelling opportunity
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Recent environment has been extremely challenging for the strategy

BB Healthcare Trust - Performance & Financial Leverage

(1) Source: Bloomberg. All performance figures are calculated as total return with dividends being reinvested in the relevant security, calculated in 

GBP and with the relevant period ending on 28 February 2022. 

(2) Source: Bellevue Asset Management (UK) Ltd. Financial leverage is calculated as at month end.  Average calculated as the arithmetric average since

inception on 1 December 2016, currently being 2.1%.
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A few words about dividends in the healthcare sector…

► The current dividend yield of the MSCI World Healthcare Index is 1.6%.

► The 5-year growth rate of the amount paid out has been 6.7%, versus the Compound Annual Growth Rate for GSK and 

AZN of 0%.

► 35% of the 154 companies in the index do not currently pay a dividend. 

► There is ZERO correlation between dividend payout and total return to shareholders in this sector.

► Why aren’t UK “Big Pharma” dividends growing in line with the index?

► R&D productivity is too low – need money for M&A/in-licensing.

► Patent cycles (LOE, Loss of Exclusivity/Cliffs) is antithetical to regular payout; buyback is much more flexible.

We recognise the importance of material and growing dividend income to retail investors

Source: Bloomberg consensus data for forecast dividends and MSCI World statistics. Company data for historical dividend payouts. 5-year period s is 2016-2020.

In light of the above, it makes far more sense to be agnostic to yield in stock selection and 
portfolio construction and manufacture a dividend payout from capital, which is what we do
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A differentiated approach for the rapidly evolving healthcare paradigm

► Healthcare is the secular growth story of our age:

► There are ever more people. 

► The World is ageing and more and more countries are becoming developed economies. 

► Scientific progress continues to open up new avenues to relieve the burden of human suffering, raising expectations of what 

products and services will be available to them.

► However, someone (your children and grandchildren) needs to pay for all of this and the current model is neither easily 

scalable nor financially sound: if we cannot bend the cost curve and change the delivery paradigm, the services will need to be 

cut or the system will go bankrupt. Ergo, healthcare must change. There is no alternative.

► The tools, products and services to re-imagine healthcare already exist and can be accessed through the public equity 

realm: society as a whole will benefit greatly from these changes, but so can you at a personal level, through investment 

performance.

► That said, these elements are not being delivered by the FTSE-type healthcare companies you all know: accessing this 

opportunity requires a more specialised approach, best achieved through actively managed strategies. 

Conclusion

BB Healthcare Trust offers a differentiated approach to invest into the rapidly evolving 
healthcare paradigm, that is scalable and has demonstrated strong performance 

over >4.5 years through a variety of macro market conditions
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For further information please contact....

Mark Ghahramani

Email  mgh@bellevue.ch 

Mob +44 7960 952 123

24th Floor

The Shard

London

SE1 9SG

www.bbhealthcaretrust.com

Simon King

Email  ski@bellevue.ch 

Mob +44 7507 777 569

24th Floor

The Shard

London

SE1 9SG
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Disclaimer

This communication is issued by Bellevue Asset Management 

(UK) Ltd, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial 

Conduct Authority (FRN: 825152).

These products are aimed at investors who already have a 

knowledge and understanding of the healthcare sector and should 

form part of an investor’s overall portfolio. They will be managed 

with a view to the holding period being not less than three years 

given the volatility and investment returns that are not correlated 

to the wider healthcare sector and so may not be suitable for 

investors unwilling to tolerate higher levels of volatility or 

uncorrelated returns. Consequently, this communication is only 

made available to professional clients and eligible counterparties 

as defined by the FCA. The rules made under the Financial 

Services and Markets Act 2000 for the protection of retail clients 

may not apply. The Financial Services Compensation Scheme is 

unlikely to be available

In order to determine whether the investment in shares of a certain 

investment fund meets your specific requirements and matches 

your envisaged risks, we recommend that you contact an 

independent financial adviser. Furthermore, we recommend that 

you consult an independent tax adviser in order to obtain 

information on the tax regulations relating to a specific investment 

in your legal jurisdiction and with regard to your personal 

circumstances. In particular tax treatment depends on individual 

circumstances and may be subject to change.

Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The 

value of an investment and the income from it may fall as well 

as rise and is not guaranteed. An investor may not get back the 

original amount invested. Changes in the rates of exchange 

between currencies may cause the value of an investment to 

fluctuate. Fluctuation may be particularly marked in the case of 

a higher volatility fund and the value of an investment may fall 

suddenly and substantially over time. 

This communication is for information purposes only and does 

not constitute an offer or invitation to purchase shares in the 

Trust or the OEIC, each of which are subject to specific 

regulatory requirements that may have an impact on investment 

strategy and pricing and has not been prepared in connection 

with any such offer or invitation. 

Any research in this document has been procured and may not 

have been acted upon by Bellevue Asset Management (UK) Ltd 

for its own purposes. The results are being made available to 

you only incidentally. The views expressed herein do not 

constitute investment or any other advice and are subject to 

change. They do not necessarily reflect the view of Bellevue 

Asset Management (UK) Ltd and no assurances are made as 

to their accuracy. 


